Week 11 Study Guide
Ambiguous

You can understand and interpret information in ___ ___ __ ___ *Things might have ____ _____ one meaning.
(*Amphi- is an Ancient Greek word that means ‘both’ and ‘around’.)

Constant
Variable

This _____ changes, just keeps on _______ (it can be an unknown ______, though)
This has a value that can ______. It is represented by a _____, usually an x, that represents what we don’t know.
These are the opposite of each other.

Effort

You use a lot of energy & force to do some _____, achieve a skill, get an understanding… Hard work beats talent
when talent won’t work hard.

Percent

You make a _____ with 100 as the denominator, so it represents ‘how many’ out of ___. What’s a denominator?

Property

In math, these are the _____ in your mathematical tool box that help you solve your mathematical puzzles. They
are the basic rules, the basic devices of math. A few of them are: _______, _________, _______, ___________...
In English, we use this word to mean everything we ___; the land and the buildings on the land, and stuff we
have. It also can mean the distinctive ___________ that define a *thing; idea, object, entity, fact, action, deed…

Sent
Cent
Scent

You use a delivery service such as USPS to _____ a package
This equals one ______ - 1/100th of a dollar
_______, ________, perfume

Specific

You say _____ and _______ what you mean. Sometimes you make a list that has particular ______. You take us
through the steps.

Tolerant

We are willing to allow for different ____; to put up with someone who is different. We accept and allow
differences.
You act in a fair way toward those people who have a different opinion, or race, or religion, or nationality; you
have freedom from racism. Tolerance lets you be friends even when you look different.

